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Summary
Passive seismic imaging is based on the fact that by
cross-correlating the transmission responses of a medium,
one can reconstruct its reflection response. Here, we
show a method to directly migrate the transmission
responses measured at the surface, based on the shotprofile migration. We also show that the results from
direct migration of passive data and from migration of
the simulated reflection response are identical. At the
end, we also show comparisons between the behavior of
the results from the migration process and the simulated
reflection responses.
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where R+ (ξA , ξB , ω) is the reflection response extrapolated from the surface to some subsurface level
and W + (ξA , xA , ω) and W − (xB , ξB , ω) are forwardextrapolation operators. If we substitute equation 1 into
equation 2 we obtain

Introduction
In Wapenaar et al. (2004b), general relations are shown
between the reflection and the transmission response of
a 3-D inhomogeneous medium. The applications of these
relations are in synthesis of transmission coda from the
reflection data, multiple elimination, seismic interferometry and acoustic daylight imaging. The relation used in
the acoustic daylight imaging permits us to synthesize
the reflection response of a medium by cross-correlating
its transmission responses. Here, we show a method to
directly migrate passive white-noise seismic data without
the need to first perform the cross-correlations. We also
compare the results of simulating the reflection response
with the results from migration of the passive data.
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In the above relation, we used the fact that the reflection coefficient of the free-surface is r = −1 and the
reciprocity relation of the forward-extrapolation operator
W − (xB , ξB , ω) = W + (ξB , xB , ω). Relation (3) shows
that by inverse-extrapolating the transmission response
−
(xA , ω) at all xA at the surface to a certain subTobs
surface level, and forward-extrapolating the downward−
reflected transmission response rTobs
(xB , ω) at all xB to
the same subsurface level, followed by cross-correlation of
Direct migration of white-noise data
the resultant wave fields, we obtain the downward extrapTo simulate the reflection response as if it would have olated reflection response. If we subsequently apply the
been measured at the surface from the transmission imaging condition, we can image the subsurface at that
responses measured at the surface in the presence of level (see also Artman et al. (2004)). If we compare this
white-noise sources in the subsurface we can use the process with shot-profile migration (Claerbout, 1971) we
can see that they are identical. This means that based
formula
on shot-profile migration we can directly migrate passive
white-noise data without the need to first simulate the

∗
R+ (xA , xB , ω)+ R+ (xA , xB , ω) = δ (xH,A − xH,B ) reflection shot gathers.
 −
As figure 1 shows, we may thus use two paths for ob∗
−
(xB , ω)
, (1) taining a migrated image from passive data. Following
(xA , ω) Tobs
− Tobs
the first path, we first cross-correlate the transmission rewhere R+ (xA , xB , ω) is the reflection response measured sponses recorded at the surface to simulate reflection shot
at point xA at the surface (∂D0 ) in the presence of an gathers, then we extrapolate the simulated shot gathers
−
impulsive source at xB , while Tobs
(xA , ω) is the trans- and apply the imaging condition (this process was also
mission response measured at the surface point xA in the proposed by Schuster (2001) and named Interferometpresence of noise sources in the subsurface. Downward ric Imaging). The other way is to directly migrate the
extrapolaton of R+ (xA , xB , ω) into the subsurface is de- passive data - first we extrapolate the transmission responses recorded at the surface to some subsurface level,
scribed by
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Fig. 1: Two paths can be followed to obtain a migrated image
from passive data.

then we cross-correlate them and apply the imaging condition. Figure 2 (a) shows a double syncline model used
to generate transmission responses of white-noise sources
in the subsurface. These transmissions were afterwards
migrated using both migration methods described above.
The results were identical (figure 2 (b)).

of the same noise recordings. The noise recordings were
6 minutes long. We see that the simulated reflection responses very quickly decrease in quality (compare with
the directly modelled reflection response in figure 11),
while the migration process delivers much better results.
The migrated image though can suffer from illumination
problems. This is explained in a companion paper (Wapenaar et al., 2004a), where we show that in the limiting case
of one noise source it is not possible to reconstruct the reflection response, but it is very well possible to obtain a
migrated image.
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Fig. 2: (a) Double syncline model with white-noise sources at
depth level x3 = 800 m; the sources are regularly distributed;
the receivers at the surface are distributed between x1 = 1200
and x1 = 6800 m every 20 m; (b) The migrated image from
the direct migration and from the migration of the simulated
reflection shot panels are identical; the transmission responses
used here were 66 minutes long recordings in the presence of
subsurface sources placed every 25 m between x1 = 1200 and
x1 = 6800 m.

Comparison between simulated reflection
and migration
In this section, we present some numerical results showing the behavior of the simulated reflection shot gathers and the migrated image when changing some source
and receiver parameters. The migrations were performed
with the exact velocity model. No multiple elimination
schemes were applied.
The quality of the end result depends strongly on the
number of the present subsurface sources. Figures 3 (a)
through 6 (a) show simulated reflection shot gathers for
a decreasing number of subsurface noise sources with a
simulated surface shot position at x1 = 4000 m. Figures
3 (b) through 6 (b) show the results from direct migration
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Fig. 3: (a) Simulated reflection shot panel from 6 minutes
long noise recordings with 113 regularly distributed subsurface
sources with a simulated shot position at x1 = 4000 m. (b)
Result from direct migration of 6 minutes long noise recordings
with 113 regularly distributed subsurface sources.

Figures 7 (a) through 10 (a) show the change in quality
of the simulated reflection shot gather (with simulated
surface shot position at x1 = 4000 m) when decreasing the recording time length of the receivers. Figures
7 (b) through 10 (b) show the migrated image for the
same noise recordings. We can see that while for short
recording times the quality of the simulated reflection is
strongly degraded, the result from migration is still good,
only the signal-to-noise ratio has decreased. Note that
multiple events that are hardly visible in the simulated
reflection shot gathers at short recording times are still
clearly present in the migrated image.

Conclusions
We showed a method to directly migrate passive seismic
noise recordings. This method is based on the shot-profile
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migration procedure, but is applied to transmission data.
The results from the direct migration of passive data
and from the migration of simulated reflection shot
gathers are identical. Depending on the objective (to
have intermidiate results or not) one or the other can
be used. The numerical examples showed that while
with decreasing number of subsurface noise sources and
shorter noise recordings the quality of the simulated
reflection response quickly drops, the migration process
still delivers good results.
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Fig. 6: (a) Simulated reflection shot panel from 6 minutes long
noise recordings with 6 regularly distributed subsurface sources
with a simulated shot position at x1 = 4000 m. (b) Result
from direct migration of 6 minutes long noise recordings with
6 regularly distributed subsurface sources.
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Fig. 4: (a) Simulated reflection shot panel from 6 minutes
long noise recordings with 57 regularly distributed subsurface
sources with a simulated shot position at x1 = 4000 m. (b)
Result from direct migration of 6 minutes long noise recordings
with 57 regularly distributed subsurface sources.
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Fig. 7: (a) Simulated reflection shot panel from 33 minutes long
noise recordings with a simulated shot position at x1 = 4000
m. (b) Result from direct migration of 33 minutes long noise
recordings.
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Fig. 5: (a) Simulated reflection shot panel from 6 minutes
long noise recordings with 11 regularly distributed subsurface
sources with a simulated shot position at x1 = 4000 m. (b)
Result from direct migration of 6 minutes long noise recordings
with 11 regularly distributed subsurface sources.
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Fig. 10: (a) Simulated reflection shot panel from 20 seconds
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4000 m. (b) Result from direct migration of 20 seconds long
noise recordings.
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Fig. 9: (a) Simulated reflection shot panel from 1 minute long
noise recordings with a simulated shot position at x1 = 4000
m. (b) Result from direct migration of 1 minute long noise
recordings.

Fig. 11: Directly modelled reflection response for the double
syncline model from figure 2 (a) with a shot at x = (4000, 0)
m.

